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Abstract: Although shape similarity is one fundamental element in coastline generalization quality,
its related research is still inadequate. Consistent with the hierarchical pattern of shape recognition,
the Dual-side Bend Forest Shape Representation Model is presented by reorganizing the coastline
into bilateral bend forests, which are made of continuous root-bends based on Constrained Delaunay
Triangulation and Convex Hull. Subsequently, the shape contribution ratio of each level in the
model is expressed by its area distribution in the model. Then, the shape similarity assessment is
conducted on the model in a top–down layer by layer pattern. Contrast experiments are conducted
among the presented method and the Length Ratio, Hausdorff Distance and Turning Function,
showing the improvements of the presented method over the others, including (1) the hierarchical
shape representation model can distinguish shape features of different layers on dual-side effectively,
which is consistent with shape recognition, (2) its usability and stability among coastlines and scales,
and (3) it is sensitive to changes in main shape features caused by coastline generalization.
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1. Introduction

Coastline is the dynamic boundary between the land and ocean, which is highly related
to territorial sea sovereignty, maritime transport, marine resource development, marine science
examination, etc. The formation of coastline received a complex effect of many factors such as
tides, waves, ocean currents and biological activities, in addition to the general Earth surface processes,
making its shape rather irregular and complicated.

In the field of cartography, coastline is usually defined as the boundary reached by average high
tide line, which means it belongs to linear features. To fill the multi-scale representation needs [1–3],
fine-grained coastlines must be transformed into coarse-grained coastline features. In other words,
the need for coastline generalization is inevitable. There have been presented a lot of ‘automatic’
linear feature generalization methods in the past decades, such as the Douglas–Peucker algorithm [4],
the Li–Openshaw algorithm [5], and the Snake model [6,7].

However, due to the limitation of these automatic generalization methods, and the lack of quality
assessment methods for them, artificial intervention is still unavoidable for linear feature generalization,
especially for coastlines [8–10].

Besides the navigation safety safeguarding principle, one major principle that must be followed
during coastline generalization is to preserve the overall shape features [10]. Due to the complexity in
shape definition and representation [11,12], almost all of the existing shape similarity theories, methods
and models are still imperfect [13,14].

Although the definition of shape is still an open issue, and the relationship between shape
similarity and scale is still unclear [15], it is believed that ‘different levels of perception will consider
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different shapes of a line’ [16]. Therefore, it is of great significance to find an effective method of
modelling the shapes of coastlines under different perception levels to evaluate the shape similarity in
coastline generalization.

To address this issue, this paper proposes a new method for coastline generalization’s shape
similarity assessment. The innovations mainly include: (1) the hierarchical shape representation
model: Dual-side Bend Forest is presented which can take shape features on both sides into full
consideration and is consistent with shape recognition; (2) the presented method is stable among scales
and coastlines; and (3) the presented method is sensitive to change of main shape features caused by
coastline generalization.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The existing achievements of related works
are discussed in Section 2. Section 3 details the proposed approach. Section 4 describes the experiments
and discusses the experimental results. The final section provides the conclusions.

2. Related Works

For the reasons: (1) the achievements of the coastline’s shape similarity assessment are still not
abundant enough, and (2) coastline is a special kind of linear features. This section mainly summarizes
related research of general linear features.

The key-point of the shape similarity assessment for a linear feature lies in the parameterization of
the linear feature’s shape, namely, the design of the shape representation model (also known as shape
descriptor). Recently, most of the achievements about shape representation models have been achieved
in geo-sciences, pattern cognition and computer graphics, most of which satisfy the “three-invariance”
rule towards affine transformation, namely, the invariance of rotation, translation and scale [17,18].

For any linear feature L0 and its generalized version L1, the shape similarity degree between them
can be represented by:

ShapeSimilarity(L0, L1) = f (L0)− f (L1), (1)

where f (L0) and f (L1) are the shape representation models of L0 and L1, respectively.
Based on the differences in linear feature’s shape representation model, this paper divides

all the shape similarity assessment methods into three categories: direct methods, holistic
representation-based methods and local representation-based methods.

2.1. Direct Methods

Methods of this category usually attempt to measure the shape difference between two linear
features directly without giving a definite representation of the shape, which mainly contain various
distance metrics-based methods [19].

2.1.1. Hausdorff Distance

For finite point sets A : {x ∈ A} and B : {y ∈ B}, the Hausdorff distance (HD) between them can
be defined as [20]:

DH(A, B) = max
{

supx∈Ad(x, B); supy∈Bd(y, A)
}

, (2)

while, for line features, as there are infinite points on them, the computation of HD will become
extremely complex. Thus, the discrete HD between lines was presented as [21]:

DH(A, B) = max[d1, d2], (3){
d1 = maxa∈A[minb∈B(dis(a, b))]
d2 = maxb∈B[mina∈A(dis(b, a))]

, (4)

where a and b are the vertices of line features A and B, respectively.
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To overcome the drawback of HD that it is too sensitive to outliers, the Modified HD [22] and the
Activated Hausdorff Proximity [23] are presented.

Although primitive, the HD and its varieties seem to be available for linear feature shape similarity
assessment in many cases. However, as they just focus on the distance feature [24], the result of
measuring two intertwined curves will be unreliable.

2.1.2. Fréchet Distance

A linear feature can be represented as: P : [0, n]→ V, with n ∈ N . Thus, for every i ∈
{0, 1, . . . , n− 1}, every P|[i,i+1] is affine. In other words, P(i + λ) = (1− λ)P(i) + λP(i + 1) is true for
all λ ∈ [0, 1], where n is called the length of P.

For two curves f : [a, a′]→ V, g : [b, b′]→ V , the Fréchet distance (FD) between them:δF( f , g) is:

δF( f , g) = min
α[0, 1]→ [a, a′]
β[0, 1]→ [b, b′]

max
t∈[0,1]

|| f (α(t))− g(β(t))||. (5)

Here, α(·) and β(·) are continuous, monotonic increasing functions which meet: α(0) = a,
α(1) = a′; and β(0) = b, β(1) = b′.

Although FD has been proved to be more suitable as the distance metrics between linear
features [24], it is still unsuitable for massive points due to the massive computation burden of
continuous mathematics [24]. Later, a data structure named the free-space diagram [25] was presented
to improve the computational efficiency for many methods, including the FD [26,27].

2.2. Holistic Representation-Based Methods

2.2.1. Simple Geometry Parameter-Based Methods

Length is a holistic feature of linear features, which seems to be closely related to shape. From this
point of view, the Length Ratio (LR) [28] was presented and has been widely used. The LR uses the total
length ratio between two linear features as the parameter to measure their shape similarity. Namely:

LengthRatio(L0, L1) =
min(length(L0), length(L1))

max(length(L0), length(L1))
∗ 100%, (6)

where length(L0) and length(L1) are the total lengths of linear features L0 and L1, respectively.
Although this method does not meet the three-invariance rule, it is still popular because of its

simplicity and ease of implementation.

2.2.2. Complex Geometry Parameter-Based Methods

Unlike methods like LR, some researchers tend to find other parameters that can represent shape
features. Famous methods of this kind include Included Angle Chain (IAC) [29], Angle Difference
Integral (ADI) [30], and Turning Function (TF) [31], as Table 1 shows.

Table 1. Famous complex geometry parameter-based methods.

Method Shape Similarity Parameter Drawbacks

IAC Euclidean distance among sequences of
equal-length line segments Equally division of linear features

ADI Integration difference of azimuthal angle of the
linear feature Usability on smooth linear features

TF Integration of cumulative angle function along the
linear feature The homologous points’ exact matching
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For their ease of implementation, these methods quickly received much attention and research,
and many variants of the TF including Signature Function [32] and Tangent Function [33] were
presented. In recent research [34], the TF was mentioned to achieve the best matching result among
many methods.

There are many more methods in this categories presented, including: (1) the function-based
methods, which are widely used in pattern cognition and image matching, such as Fourier Shape
Descriptor [35,36], Wavelet Shape Descriptor [37,38] and SimpliPoly [39]; (2) fractal geometry-based
methods [40], which can be used in addressing the influence of generalization of shape features’
variation [41–45]; (3) other holistic methods, which are usually used in computer graphics domain,
such as Kullback–Leibler Divergence [46], χ2 statistics [47], Shape Context [48], Scale Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) [49] and Location-Orientation Rotary Descriptor (LORD) [18]. Among these,
the Shape Context is regarded the most important method in the 21th century.

2.3. Local Representation-Based Methods

Unlike holistic representation methods, this kind of method first divides the entire linear feature
into several parts. Based on the division method, these methods can be divided into two categories.

2.3.1. Critical Point-Based Partition Methods

In the middle of the last century, it was proved that ‘information is further concentrated at
points where a contour changes direction most rapidly’ [50]. The linear feature’s shape detection
began to focus on critical point detection ever since [51–54]. The definition of critical point has been
constantly updated over time [55]. By now, the critical point of a linear feature should include the
curvature discontinuous point, the start/end point, the curvature maximum/minimum point and the
inflection point [11].

A review of critical point detection algorithms, which can be used in linear feature generalization,
shows that, for (discrete) linear features, the curvature can only be approximated, which is an inherent
defect of all the algorithms [56]. Recently, the critical point detection methods have tended to use other
metrics to replace curvature, such as Local Length Ratio (LLR) [57]. However, although these varieties
eliminated the approximate calculation, they are still sensitive to the points’ spatial distributions since
points farther from the neighboring points tend to have a higher probability to be detected as a critical
point regardless of its real curvature, which may in turn affect the final result.

2.3.2. Bend-Based Partition Methods

Methods of this category treat linear features as a sequence of ordered bends. As the definition of
bend is still controversial, bend division methods are not unique. At the beginning, bends were
generated by segmenting the linear feature using certain kinds of feature points [7]. However,
the relationship among bends obtained by this method is simple linear adjacency, which means
the multi-scale feature of linear feature shape is neglected. Later, the method based on inter-visibility
was presented [58]. Until now, the most representative method is the one based on Constrained
Delaunay Triangulation (CDT) [54]. The CDT [59] is different from Delaunay Triangulation by adding
the linear feature’s segments as constrained edges where the edges of the CDT are not allowed to
intersect with.

When generating CDT, one ‘Super Triangle’ ST = {v1, v2, v3} that can completely include L is
firstly generated. Then, CDT = {t1, t2, . . . , tn|ti = {vi(1), vi(2), vi(3)} is generated upon set ST ∪ L
using both ST′s and L’s edges as constrained edges. After that, every triangle ti ∈ CDT can be
classified into four categories to run the ‘triangle stripping trace’ process, as Table 2 shows.

The process of ‘triangle stripping trace’ begins at one Type I triangle, during which the tracker
continues to delete the current triangle and enter its neighbors until one Type II triangle is reached.
In this process, if the current triangle is a Type III, the tracker will just move to its neighbor. If the
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current triangle is a Type IV, the tracker will split it in two to continue tracing, thus generating a binary
tree structure.

After the whole process, a series of shape parameters (including bend size, direction, average
width, depth, coverage region, etc.) for bends can be calculated. For example, as is shown in
Figure 1 and Table 3, several geometric characteristic parameters of bend tree B0 = {p0, p1, . . . , pm}
are calculated.

Table 2. Delaunay triangulation division.

Type Classification Basis Role

I ti hST 6= ∅ Peripheral triangle

II ti /∈ Type I and Degree(Neighbor(ti)) = 1 Bend bottom

III ti /∈ Type I and Degree(Neighbor(ti)) = 2 Bend’s decomposed part

IV ti /∈ Type I and Degree(Neighbor(ti)) = 3 Bend’s branch part
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Table 3. Shape parameters of bend.

Shape Parameters Meaning

Baseline length b0 = |p0 pm|

Height h0 = max
i∈[0,m]

d(pi, p0 pm)

Arc length l(B0) =
m−1
∑

i=0
|pi pi+1|

Curvature degree f0 = l0/b0

Symmetry Fs =
max(S1,S2)
min(S1,S2)

However, the method still suffers one main drawback as the entire linear feature is represented
by one single bend binary tree, while, in the real world, one linear feature may contain several
non-inclusive bends.

As a summary, while the above methods can be used to measure the shape similarity among
linear features to some extent, none of these can fully represent the (global) directionality and
the (local) basic sinuosity, which is believed to be the two basic dimensions in a linear feature’s
shape [16,60]. Meanwhile, mixing several parameters together will: (1) face the weight allocation
problem whose solution remains to be experience-driven (e.g., the expert system) and (2) lack a
rigorous mathematical basis.
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3. Dual-Side Bend Forest-Based Coastline Shape Similarity Assessment Method

The process of assessing the shape similarity of coastlines before and after generalization mainly
consists of two parts: (1) the design of coastline’s shape representation model (hereinafter referred to
as model), and (2) the shape similarity assessment based on the model.

Considering (1) shape cognition’s hierarchical pattern [61,62] and (2) the special demands
(e.g., safety) of coastline generalization [9], to fully represent the coastline’s shape, the model used in
the coastline’s shape similarity assessment should consider the following aspects:

1. The hierarchical structure should be provided.

The shape features represented by the model should match our intuitive shape cognition,
which means that the model should provide a hierarchical structure [63].

2. The shape feature of both sides should be considered targeted.

The shape feature exists on both sides of the linear feature [64–66]. Thus, rather than considering
the shape feature of either side, the shapes of both sides should be taken into consideration.

More specifically, as each side of the coastline must be treated pointedly, namely the land side
should be expended in general, while the ocean side should be reduced during the generalization
process, shape features on each side should be considered targeted.

To satisfy these properties, a hierarchical coastline shape similarity assessment method called a
Dual-side Bend-tree Forest shape representation model (DBF) is presented in this section.

3.1. Dual-Side Bend-Tree Forest Shape Representation Model

Considering the specificity of coastline, the positive direction of the coastline is set by making the
land side the left side of it. Inspired by [54], this paper also uses the CDT to identify bends to generate
DBF, which has the greater ability to represent the continuity and hierarchical pattern of bends along
the coastline.

3.1.1. Basic Definitions

As is shown in Figure 2, after the CDT construction, all the edges can be divided into
three categories:

1. Constrained edges

Edges of this category are the ones of the coastline, e.g., edges AB, CD.

2. Non-constrained edges

The edges that are newly formed during the CDT construction are defined as non-constrained
edges, e.g., edges BD, FN.

3. Convex hull edges

Edges of this category formed the convex boundary of the whole coastline. It is worth mentioning
that convex hull edges can be either constrained edges (e.g., AB) or non-constrained edges (e.g., BF).

Based on these definitions, bends formed by the coastline and its CDT can be divided as follows:

1. Root-bend

By considering the relationship of regions on the left side and right side of the coastline as
’non-connected’, convex hull edges and constrained edges will divide the whole convex region into
several adjacent but non-connected sub-regions, each of which includes one convex hull edge (baseline)
and a certain number of constrained and non-constrained edges. These sub-regions are defined as
root-bends, as their roles in DBF are the roots of bend binary trees.

2. Flat bend
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Root-bends whose convex hull edge belongs to the constrained edges are defined as flat bends.
There is only one constrained edge and no non-constrained edge in one flat bend (e.g., root-bend AB
on the right side).

3. Non-flat bend

Root-bends whose convex hull edge belongs to the non-constrained edges are defined as non-flat
bends. There are at least one non-constrained edge and two constrained edges in one non-flat bend
(e.g., root-bend R2 on the right side).ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2018, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW  7 of 21 
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Figure 2. Sample coastline L and its CDT.

3.1.2. The Generation of Dual-Side Root-Bend Forest

Based on the above definitions, coastline can be divided into several root-bends by using the
Algorithm 1, and each root-bend can be classified into either side to generate the dual-side bend forest.

Algorithm 1 Root-bend classification

1 For every convex hull edge ei in CH = {e1, e2, . . . , em} of coastline C0:
2 Judge if ei belongs to the constrained edges:
3 True: This root-bend is a flat bend
4 Find triangle tj in CDT of coastline C0 that includes ei
5 Judge the relative location of tj’s centroid point (left or right)
6 Left: Add ei into the Right-side bend forest list
7 Right: Add ei into the Left-side bend forest list
8 False: This root-bend is a non-flat bend
9 Find triangle tj in CDT of coastline C0 that includes ei
10 Judge the relative location of tj’s centroid point (left or right)
11 Left: Add ei into the Left-side bend forest list
12 Right: Add ei into the Right-side bend forest list

3.1.3. The Generation of Hierarchical Bend Tree

The generation of hierarchical bend tree begins with the root-bends’ baselines, as is shown in
Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Bend tree generation

1 For each root-bend rbi, if its baseline bi is a non-constraint edge, mark it as root node.
2 Find the only Delaunay triangle tj that includes bi
3 Judge the other 2 edges of tj :
4 Case 1: Both edges are constraint edges:
5 Algorithm moves to leaf nodes, terminated.
6 Case 2: At least one edge is non-constraint edge:
7 Add this edge into child nodes in the tree
8 Move current baseline bi to this edge, back to 2
9 Else: Algorithm terminated.

When the algorithm terminates, two forests composed of several bend trees are generated to
describe the shape of the coastline (the bend trees of flat bends are empty). Therefore, it is named the
Dual-side Bend Forest (DBF). An example of DBF on sample coastline L is shown in Figure 3 (the flat
bends, AB and RS, are shown in italics).
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It is worth mentioning that, as bend consists of several consecutive straight-line segments, which in
turn makes up of one pair of nodes, the interval expansion of all nodes is closed in this paper.

Obviously, the DBF mentioned above can: (1) turn the shape of the coastline into a hierarchical
structure to meet the coastline’s multi-scale representation need, and (2) ensure the shape
representation’s completeness as root-bends on the same side are continuous; thus, the coastline
can be reorganized in a layer by layer pattern.

However, as all bends are represented by their baselines, the bends’ shape representation is still
lacking by now. Theoretically, to form a none-0 area 2D shape, at least three non-collinear vertices
are needed, therefore, to form the shape of any non-flat bend, and, given its baseline, only one more
feature point is needed. To ensure the uniqueness of the feature point, the first maximum distance
vertex (height point) towards the baseline is selected to represent the bend’s shape. For example,
the root-bend {F, N} on the right side of L can be represented by {F, K, N}.

3.2. DBF Based Shape Similarity Assessment Method for Coastline Generalization

Based on the DBF shape representation model, a hierarchical shape similarity assessment
method: DBF-based Shape Similarity (DBF-SS) is presented to assess the shape similarity degree
for coastline generalization.

3.2.1. DBF Based Shape Similarity Assessment Method

Bend’s shape similarity assessment is the basis of coastline’s shape similarity assessment.
Considering the coastline’s (1) generalization principles, and (2) spatial location features, the Jaccard
similarity coefficient [67] of two reorganized coastlines is used to quantize the shape similarity between
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them. Namely, shape similarity degree between a pair of reorganized coastlines of the same layer C0

and C1, JSC(C0, C1), can be calculated by:

JSC(C0, C1) =
|C0 ∩ C1|
|C0 ∪ C1|

=
Area(C0 ∩ C1)

Area(C0 ∪ C1)
. (7)

3.2.2. Weight Distribution in DBF

The shape area counts in human’s shape cognition. The larger the area of the shape, the greater the
degree of its importance. Thus, the overall shape similarity result cannot be obtained by simply adding
the shape similarity of layers together. In other words, weights need to be allocated inhomogeneously
among layers.

Based on the bend area, a hierarchical weight allocation method is presented. To be specific,
the steps are as follows:

1. The total weight of the whole area inside the convex hull is set to 1.
2. The weights of root-bends are allocated based on their area ratio to the total area of the region

inside the convex hull. Namely:

ωRootbend =
AreaRootbend

AreaCH
. (8)

3. The weights within each root-bend are allocated follow the order from the root node to the leaf
node based on area ratio. Namely, for a pair of sibling nodes (A, B) whose parent node is C,
let the weight of C be ωC, the weight allocation between A, B will be:{

ωA = AreaA
AreaC

∗ωC

ωB = AreaB
AreaC

∗ωC
(9)

4. The weights of every layer are the sum of all the bends in it. Namely, for any layer layeri,
its weight ωi will be:

ωi = ∑
all bends bj in layeri

ωbj
(10)

3.2.3. Global Shape Similarity Assessment Method

Consistent with the hierarchical order of shape recognition, the shape similarity index should be
calculated in a layer by layer pattern. Based on the above method, the shape similarity degree of two
coastlines L and L′ will be:

S
(

L, L′
)
= ∑

each side s
∑

all layers i
ωi ∗ JSC

(
Ci, Ci

′) (11)

where Ci, Ci
′ are the reorganized coastlines on layeri of coastlines L and L′, respectively.

4. Experiments

To fully test the performance of the presented method, three widely used shape similarity
assessment methods including Length Ratio (LR), Hausdorff Distance (HD) and Turning Function
(TF) are implemented to conduct three groups of contrast experiments. All experiments are run on a
prototype system built on Python 2.7.13.

(1) Experiments on specific coastlines.
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Firstly, two sets of coastlines with different shape features extracted from ENC (Electronic Nautical
Chart) sheets downloaded from the NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration)
website are used to further evaluate the performance of experimental methods in detail.

(2) Experiments on simulation generalization results.

Secondly, a set of coastlines generalized manually from one coastline is involved to verify the
sensitivity of experimental methods on possible quality problems during generalization.

(3) Experiments on global coastline datasets.

Thirdly, experiments are performed on global datasets named the Global Self-consistent
Hierarchical High-resolution Shorelines (GSHHS) of three different scales downloaded from NOAA to
further verify the applicability of the experimental methods on large datasets.

Specifically, experimental coastlines in this section include: (1) three relatively simple coastline
segments: Coastlines 0–2 (referred to as C0, C1, C2); (2) a pair of relatively complex coastline segments:
Coastlines 3, 4 (referred to as C3, C4); (3) a series of coastline segments generalized manually from
coastline 4 to simulate different generalization results: Coastlines 5–8 (referred to as C5, C6, C7, C8);
(4) coastlines extracted from global coastline datasets of three different scales; basic information of these
coastlines including vertex number, total length and shape complexity (represented by Length/AreaCH)
is shown in Table 4, in which the parentheses in the header are the measure units.

Table 4. Basic information of experimental datasets.

(a) Extracted coastlines.

Coastline Scale Vertex Number Total Length/10−4◦ Complexity

Coastline 0 1:40,000 841 837.97 274.97
Coastline 1 1:80,000 221 598.11 218.36
Coastline 2 1:350,000 27 469.45 203.23
Coastline 3 1:40,000 1322 1259.31 1031.35
Coastline 4 1:80,000 186 483.07 480.65

(b) Manually generalized coastlines.

Coastline Vertex Number Total Length/10−4◦ Complexity

Coastline 5 89 305.73 521.21
Coastline 6 164 450.81 448.55
Coastline 7 163 459.63 457.33
Coastline 8 138 419.28 417.18

(c) Global coastline datasets.

Dataset Type Feature Number Vertex Number Length/◦ Complexity

Dataset 1
Total 179,837 9,453,089 20,686.97 0.94

Selected 10 3,378,200 8032.60 0.38

Dataset 2
Total 32,830 340,359 14,953.70 0.68

Selected 10 100,416 6669.76 0.32

Dataset 3
Total 742 7282 6225.56 0.28

Selected 10 3026 3809.68 0.18

4.1. Experiments on Specific Coastlines

The main purpose of this part is to testify to the usability of all the methods among different
scales and coastlines in detail. Thus, two groups of coastlines, including one group of coastlines whose
shape features are relative simple (Coastlines 0–2) and one group of coastlines whose shape features
are relative complex (Coastlines 3, 4), are selected in this part.
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4.1.1. Experimental Coastlines

1. Relatively simple coastlines

As is shown in Figure 4, three different expressions of the same coastline whose shape is relatively
simple are extracted from three different ENC sheets to be used in this section.

By matching Coastline 1 and Coastline 2 with Coastline 0, they both can be seen as the
generalization results from Coastline 0. When setting the direction from left to right as positive,
as is shown in Figure 4 by the red dot dash arrow, there are two root-bends on the right side of each
coastline, in which the bigger one, named as root-bend 1 with its baseline marked with a directed
red dot dash line, has an order of magnitude advantage in area, thus playing a decisive role in shape
recognition. In root-bend 1, there are two main shape details: (1) the shape bend marked by the red
circle, and (2) the small bend series marked by the red dash rectangle. When comparing Coastline 0
with Coastline 1 and Coastline 2, it is easy to find that the shape details are gradually removed with the
enhancement of generalization degree, while the global shape feature, or in other words, the root-bend
1’s global directionality, is scarcely changed.
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2. Relatively complex coastlines

As is shown in Figure 5, two different expressions of the same coastline are extracted from two
different scale ENC sheets to be used in this section. Visually, the small bends in Coastline 3 are much
more than those in Coastline 0. Furthermore, the complexities shown in Table 5 show a similar result
(about 1031 vs. 275), thus its shape is significantly more complex than that of Coastline 0.

Table 5. Experiment results on Coastlines 0–4.

Compare/Compared Coastline Vertex Reserved (%) HD (10−4◦) LR (%) TF DBF-SS (%)

Coastline 0
Coastline 1 26.28 30.94 71.38 84.30 78.87
Coastline 2 3.21 51.56 56.02 94.53 41.37

Coastline 3 Coastline 4 14.07 23.37 38.36 118.83 53.59
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Though significantly generalized, the main shape features of Coastline 3 are well retained.
More specifically, when setting the positive direction as the red dotted-dashed arrows in Figure 5,
the general spatial location and area proportion of the largest three root-bends on the right side of
Coastline 3 are well preserved.

4.1.2. Results and Discussion

Experimental results on the two groups of coastlines above are shown in Table 5.
Taking into account the application scenarios of these methods, namely the shape similarity aspect

in coastline generalization’s quality assessment, the experimental results are mainly discussed from
the following two aspects:

1. The relationship between generalization degree and shape similarity degree

Theoretically, for the same coastline, correctly assessed shape similarity degree should be inversely
proportional to generalization degree.

For the results shown in Table 5, S(C0, C1) and S(C0, C2) should be compared. As the scale
difference between Coastline 2 and Coastline 0 is larger than that between Coastline 1 and Coastline
0, S(C0, C1) should be higher than S(C0, C2). In this aspect, experimental results of all assessment
methods are consistent with the theoretical expectation.

2. The stability of experimental results among different coastlines

As the shape similarity assessment methods are to be used in the shape similarity aspect in
coastline generalization’s quality assessment, the stability among different coastlines (under the same
generalization degree, or the same scale span) is one of the basic requirements. More specifically,
shape similarity degrees of different coastlines under the same scale span should be close to each other,
fluctuating with the complexity of their shape characteristics.

For the results shown in Table 5, as Scale(C0) = Scale(C3) and Scale(C2) < Scale(C4),
the shape similarity assessment results S(C0, C1) should be less than S(C3, C4). At the same time,
while Scale(C1) = Scale(C4), as shape complexity of Coastline 3 (1031) is much higher than that
of Coastline 0 (274), S(C0, C1) should be higher than S(C3, C4), namely the sorting result of shape
similarity degrees should be:
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S(C0, C1) < S(C3, C4) < S(C0, C2).

However, except the DBF-SS presented, none of the other three methods meet this expectation.
By analyzing the characteristics, including spatial span, vertices’ locations, and shape feature losses,
in these coastlines, we can find the corresponding reasons:

• Hausdorff Distance

The small sharp bend in Coastline 0 marked with a red circle caused the maximum distance with
Coastline 1, which is even larger than the maximum distance caused by the sharp bend marked with a
red circle in Coastline 3, thus significantly affecting the result of the HD method. This phenomenon
proved again that, although the usage of distance-metrics based methods like the HD in linear feature
generalization’s quality assessment does have a certain significance, their usage in shape similarity
assessment is not suitable.

• Length Ratio

There are much smaller sharp bends in Coastline 3 that are significantly flattened during the
generalization process to generate Coastline 4, thus causing a huge drop in total length, leading to the
result of the LR being significantly lower than other compared groups. This proves the limitations of
the LR in measuring shape similarity among coastlines with different shape complexity.

• Turning Function

Theoretically, Turning Function is actually the definite integral of the accumulated angle difference
in the length direction of the coastlines, and thus is highly related to the total length and turning angle
values along the coastline. This will lead to its results being rather unstable among different coastlines.
Similarly, Turning Function cannot ensure the stability of its result among different coastlines.

4.2. Experiments on Differently Generalized Coastlines

The main purpose of this part is to test the sensitivity of the experimental methods on different
generalization solutions. Thus, five different coastlines, which are generalized from Coastline 4
manually, are used in this part.

4.2.1. Experimental Coastlines

The sensitivity to possible generalization errors in coastline generalization is of great importance
to coastline generalization’s shape similarity assessment methods. To test this property, four different
generalization schemes on Coastline 4 are done manually to generate four different coastlines, as is
shown in Figure 6.

To represent as much possible situations as possible, each root-bend in Coastline 4, including
root-bend 1, root-bend 2, and root-bend 3 (sorted by their area) are generalized one by one to form three
different plans: Coastlines 5, 6 and 7 to test the methods on different generalization plans. To make
the generalization plans contain different scales of generalization operations, based on Coastline 6,
bend 1.2, a small bend in root-bend 1 is generalized to form Coastline 8. It is worth mentioning that
the results are schematic, although the quality of the automatic generalization method is still unable
to be guaranteed, quality problems like the top-left one in Figure 6 usually will not happen during
manual generalization.
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4.2.2. Results and Discussion

To compare the experimental results with human shape recognition on Coastline 5 to 8 against
Coastline 4, 10 postgraduate students majoring in map generalization including 3 PhD students and
7 master students, all with more than 2 years of experience in map generalization, are involved to sort
the shape similarity of them. In order to exclude the influence of other factors, all the coastlines are
print in one white paper without any coordinates with the same color and thickness. The results are
shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Generalization schemes of Coastlines 5–8.

Coastlines Generalization Schemes Shape Similarity Rank

Coastline 5 Root-bend 1 is almost totally flattened 4th

Coastline 6 Root-bend 2 is flattened 2nd

Coastline 7 Root-bend 3 is flattened 1st

Coastline 8 Root-bend 2 and bend 1.1 is flattened 3rd

Experimental results of the assessment methods on these coastlines and their ranks (shown in
parentheses) among coastlines are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Experimental results and ranks.

Compare/Compared Coastlines HD (10−4◦) LR (%) TF DBF-SS (%)

Coastline 4

Coastline 5 69.56 (4) 63.29 (4) 86.08 (3) 34.38 (4)
Coastline 6 20.35 (2) 93.32 (2) 86.82 (4) 86.22 (2)
Coastline 7 16.49 (1) 95.15 (1) 65.99 (1) 91.16 (1)
Coastline 8 20.35 (2) 86.79 (3) 75.92 (2) 83.38 (3)
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Seen from the results of rank, the results of HD and TF are not consistent with people’s
visual-based rank results, showing these methods’ lesser sensitivity to possible generalization errors.
This phenomenon can be explained from the perspective of the experimental coastlines’ shape.

There are three main root-bends on the right side, namely root-bends 1,2 and 3, ranked with
their area. Compared with Coastline 6, despite bend 1.2, one child bend of root-bend 1 is flattened in
Coastline 8, and the change in Hausdorff distance caused by this part is still less than that caused by
the flattening of root-bend 2. Therefore, the results of these groups are the same.

On the other side, as the generalization schemes used in this section are simply done by removing
certain vertices, the accumulated angle will be significantly affected in some sections along the coastline.
As a result, the rank result of the Turning Function method seems rather strange. This finding confirms
another limitation of the TF method in assessing the shape similarity of coastline generalization.

As the shape similarity assessment of the presented DBF-SS is not only related to the individual
bends, but also related to the hierarchical relationship among bends in the coastline, it has achieved
suitable results in all experiments, which proves the usability and stability of it in coastline
generalization’s shape similarity assessment among other experimental methods.

4.3. Experiment on Global Coastline Datasets

The main purpose of this part is to further testify to the applicability of all experimental methods
among different scales and coastlines. To ensure that every coastline in each dataset has corresponding
records in the other two datasets, only the 10 longest coastlines are extracted from each dataset to be
the experimental data in this subsection.

4.3.1. Experimental Coastlines

As is shown in Figure 7, all experimental coastlines are the closed boundaries of the main
continents and very big islands (e.g., Greenland). Perhaps due to the differences in importance degree,
shape features of these coastlines are rather rich, ranging from relatively flat coastlines (e.g., coastline
in southwestern Africa) to extremely tortuous ones (e.g., coastline of Greenland). Therefore, this part
of experiment can be used to validate the applicability of experimental methods among coastlines of
different shape features. Generally, although shape details are compressed heavily in Figure 7 due
to the limitation of the paper size, we still can find shape differences among experimental datasets
ununiformed: the coastlines of southwestern Africa are highly coincident, while the ones of Greenland
are quite different in shape.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2018, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW  17 of 21 
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By looking into the details of Table 4a, the following conclusions can be drawn:
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(1) The longest 10 coastline features encircled more than 90% of the land area on Earth in each dataset.
(2) With the reduction of scale, the complexity of the coastline is also greatly reduced.

4.3.2. Results and Discussion

Experimental results of the assessment methods on the two groups of coastlines above are shown
in Table 8, in which all the average indexes are calculated by:

AverageIndex(DS1, DS2) = ∑
each f eature i

AreaCH(i)
AreaCH(DS1)

∗ index
(
i, i′
)

(12)

where index(i, i) is the shape similarity index between coastline i, i′, and other parameters are the same
as above.

Table 8. Experiment results on three datasets.

Compare/Compared
Coastline

Vertex
Reserved (%)

Average HD
(◦)

Average LR
(%) Average TF Average

DBF-SS (%)

Dataset 1
Dataset 2 2.97 1.28 83.03 12.64 89.73
Dataset 3 0.09 1.29 47.43 37.79 72.35

Generally, from the level of the whole dataset, the experimental results should decrease with the
vertex reserve also decreasing, as is explained in Section 4.1.2. From this point of view, all of the results
are decreasing with the generalization degree increasing. However, by comparing the results of each
method in different datasets, we can find that the difference between the results of the Average HD is
rather small (about 0.01◦), while, for other methods, the results show their strong applicability on large
datasets. By looking back at every coastline in these datasets, we can find that there exists a complex
segment in Greenland’s coastline, whose spatial location change has an order of magnitude than others
(marked by the red circle in Figure 7), and thus causes the results of Average HD to be rather close to
each other, which again proves that the usage of distance-metric based methods in shape similarity
assessment is not suitable.

5. Conclusions

Shape similarity assessment is of great importance in quality assessment of coastline
generalization. However, research in this field is still insufficient.

In this paper, a hierarchical coastline’s shape representation model, the Dual-side Bend Forest,
is presented. Firstly, coastlines are divided into a pair of bend sequences by using the CDT and
Convex Hull theory. After bend division, the shape features are treated specifically by allocating
the bends’ weights in the DBF according to the area distribution of them in a layer by layer pattern.
Then, the shape similarity among coastlines of different scales is calculated in a hierarchical pattern.
By introducing the relative spatial locational relationship among bends of the same layer, the overall
shape features are assembled into one single function. In this way, the shape similarity between two
coastlines is computed as the sum of all the differences between corresponding bends. Experiments on
different groups of coastlines indicate the advantages of the DBF-SS in usability on this shape similarity
assessment, stability among coastlines and sensitivity in generalization errors.

Nonetheless, there is still room for improvement in this method: the partial shape similarity
assessment problem. In this paper, the integrity of all generalized coastlines is guaranteed. However,
the destruction of data integrity may occur in some cases, for example, some coastlines may be cut
from the middle part to maintain the right topological relation, while some others may be cut at the
edge of the new map. Therefore, how to deal with such problems is one of the major issues in our
future research.
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